Your Cloud Communications Partner Delivering Solutions Differently.
T2M Works designs solutions made to work specifically for you versus the one-size-fits-all options in the current market. Reduce
communications complexity, connect locations and devices, and address your evolving business requirements. No two businesses are
the same and neither are the solutions we deliver.

Enterprise collaboration solutions for

Combining the power of Azure and AWS

You do not have to do it alone. Regardless

everywhere work happens. Reliable, scalable,

with exceptional engineering – if you can

of your enterprise voice strategy, we

feature-rich platforms. Services for the new

imagine it, we can design and deliver it.

support it better. We take the responsibility
and you take the applause.

normal.

T2M Voice

Call Analytics

T2M Day2

A fully integrated voice, video and

Gain powerful insights on how your

Turn the management and

collaboration solution built for work

organization communicates with

maintenance of your on-premises

from anywhere.

custom reports and visualizations to

Skype for Business deployment over to

deliver a better user experience and

T2M. Experience state-of-the-art

make more informed business

monitoring tools, configuration change

decisions. Increase visibility across your

control, scheduled patching, and

A turnkey omnichannel contact

entire data landscape and discover

proactive trouble alarm resolution.

center solution built to support

new and innovative uses for that data.

T2M Connect

agents working from anywhere.

DevOps & Automation
T2M Pro Services

A foundation based on T2M Works and

Engineering services to support the

Microsoft best practices to modernize

planning, design and deployment of
T2M Voice and Connect solutions.

your tools and your platform. Transform
your business with improved processes.
Benefit from innovative cloud

T2M Direct Routing

architectures coupled with sound

T2M Engage
Gain predictable financial governance
over IT projects with a comprehensive
range of engineering expertise
delivered in an Engineering as a Service
(EaaS) model. Get the benefit of worldclass staff augmentation without the
full-time commitment as you leverage a

governance.

“deep bench” of flexibility.

Application Modernization

T2M Managed SBC

Reduce your operating costs and

Put a “security guard” at your IP

capital spending. Provide better

network border. We’ll protect you from

product and services to your

attacks, provide translation between

customers. Enjoy enhanced security

different protocols, and help ensure

and scalability. Free up your IT team to

network traffic efficiency while

focus on more strategic initiatives.

allowing you to realize the benefits of

A feature rich and cost-effective service
for connecting Microsoft Teams to the
PSTN.

converged communications.

T2M Voice2Teams
A complimentary cloud voice solution
that pairs well with Microsoft Teams.
Offers you an alternative calling plan
and a feature-rich telephony experience
to address all your enterprise
communication needs. Get PSTN access
and use the familiar Microsoft Teams
soft client or your existing phone.

